
 

The Ecstasy Of Surrender 12
Surprising Ways Letting Go Can
Empower Your Life

When people should go to the book stores, search
opening by shop, shelf by shelf, it is in reality problematic.
This is why we provide the books compilations in this
website. It will categorically ease you to look guide The
Ecstasy Of Surrender 12 Surprising Ways Letting Go
Can Empower Your Life as you such as.

By searching the title, publisher, or authors of guide you
really want, you can discover them rapidly. In the house,
workplace, or perhaps in your method can be all best
area within net connections. If you try to download and
install the The Ecstasy Of Surrender 12 Surprising Ways
Letting Go Can Empower Your Life, it is extremely simple
then, past currently we extend the associate to buy and
create bargains to download and install The Ecstasy Of
Surrender 12 Surprising Ways Letting Go Can Empower
Your Life in view of that simple!
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The Power of Surrender
Cards Simon and Schuster
Building on wisdom from
Hindu, Christian, and
Kaballah traditions, this
comprehensive guide to
energy healing reveals the
hidden stresses, beliefs,
and attitudes that cause
illness. Anatomy of the
Spirit is the boldest
presentation of energy
medicine to date, written
by one of its premier
practitioners,
internationally acclaimed
medical intuitive Caroline
Myss, who is amongst the
"hottest new voices in the
alternative
health/spirituality scene"
(Publishers Weekly).
Based on fifteen years of
research into energy
medicine, Dr. Myss's work
shows how every illness
corresponds to a pattern of
emotional and
psychological stresses,
beliefs, and attitudes that
have influenced
corresponding areas of the
human body. Anatomy of

the Spirit also presents Dr.
Myss's breakthrough model
of the body's seven centers
of spiritual and physical
power, in which she
synthesizes the ancient
wisdom of three spiritual
traditions-the Hindu
chakras, the Christian
sacraments, and the
Kabbalah's Tree of Life-to
demonstrate the seven
stages through which
everyone must pass in the
search for higher
consciousness and spiritual
maturity. With this model,
Dr. Myss shows how you
can develop your own
latent powers of intuition as
you simultaneously
cultivate your personal
power and spiritual growth.
By teaching you to see
your body and spirit in a
new way, Anatomy of the
Spirit provides you with the
tools for spiritual maturity
and physical wholeness that
will change your life.
Knowing Her Intimately
BEYOND BOOKS HUB
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The chapters of this book are
nothing but mirrors for seeing
your ''self'' from different
angles. And though the journey
we are about to embark on is an
inner one, it will draw upon
every aspect of your life. The
only requirement asked of you is
the willingness to honestly look
at yourself in the most natural,
intuitive manner. Remember, if
we are seeking the root of ''self,''
what we are actually seeking is
you. As you read through these
pages, you will find that you
know much more than you
thought you did about some
very deep subjects. The fact is,
you already know how to find
yourself; you have just gotten
distracted and disoriented. Once
refocused, you will realize that
you not only have the ability to
find yourself, you have the
ability to free yourself. Whether
you choose to do so or not is
entirely up to you. But upon
completion of your journey
through these chapters, there
will be no more confusion, no

more lack of empowerment, and
no more blaming others. You
will know exactly what must be
done. And should you choose
to devote yourself to the
ongoing journey of self-
realization, you will develop a
tremendous sense of respect for
who you really are. It is only
then that you will come to
appreciate the full depth of
meaning in the advice: ''This
above all: to thine own self be
true.'' ---- Introduction
The Untethered Soul (EasyRead
Super Large 18pt Edition)
Hachette UK
Through 5 practical steps, Dr.
Judith Orloff's guide will show
you how to recapture, nurture,
and affirm your intuitive ability,
so that you can utilize it to help
heal yourself. In her
groundbreaking book, Dr. Orloff
leads readers to the heart of a
radical revolution in health care:
the union of medicine and
intuition, of body, mind, and
soul. Intuition plays an
indispensable role in self-
diagnosis, pain control, immune
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response, and recovery from acute
and chronic illness; it can lead
you to breakthroughs in anxiety,
panic, depression, and other
emotional blockages, even when
traditional psychotherapy has
failed. Intuition also offers insights
into the use of medications and
the selection of the right healer
for your needs. Further, it is
integral for sexual healing, since
sexuality is a potent connector
and energy source for clarifying
spirituality and improving vitality.
With Dr. Orloff's five practical
steps, you'll learn to clarify your
beliefs, listen to your body's
messages, access inner guidance,
sense subtle energy, and interpret
your dreams. Practicing the steps,
you'll recognize early warning
signals and act on them to help
prevent illness. You'll have skills
to uncover important information
from meditation and remote
viewing (a way of intuitively
tuning in) to make sense of
confusing signals. The insights
you'll gain from these tools will
lend reason, compassion, and
meaning to events such as illness,
loss, or despair. Following Dr.
Orloff's simple, clear instructions,

illustrated with examples from her
own experience and psychiatric
practice, you'll recapture a sense
of vision that will bring vibrance
to all that you do. "Our intuition
can open us up to our spirituality
and show us how to be more
healthy and whole," writes Dr.
Orloff. "If you're in good health,
you'll want to know about
intuition because it can help you
stay well and recognize messages
that prevent illness. If you or your
loved ones need healing, you'll
also want intuition to show the
way." Written with abundant
warmth, humor, and compassion,
this guide is your companion to a
healthier, more fulfilling life.
Emotional Freedom
Entangled: Select
Dr. Judith Orloff offers 365
days of self-care
meditations, reflections, and
journaling suggestions as
daily inoculations against
stress and overwhelm
Empaths have so much to
offer as healers, creatives,
friends, lovers, and
innovators at work. Yet
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highly sensitive and empathic
people often give too much
at the expense of their own
well-being—and end up
absorbing the stress of
others. “To stay healthy and
happy,” writes Judith Orloff,
MD, “you must be ready
with daily self-care practices
that work.” With Thriving as
an Empath, Dr. Orloff
provides an invaluable
resource to help you protect
yourself from the stresses of
an overwhelming world and
embrace the “gift of being
different." If you want daily
tools to put into action, this
book is for you. Building on
the principles Dr. Orloff
introduced in The Empath's
Survival Guide, this book
brings you daily self-care
practices and support for
becoming a compassionate,
empowered empath,
including: • Setting strong
boundaries • Protecting your

energy • Inoculating yourself
against stress and
overwhelm • Self-soothing
techniques • Knowing that it
is not your job to take on the
world’s stress • Breaking
the momentum of sensory
overload • Tapping the
vitality of all four seasons
and the elements •
Deepening your connection
with the cycles of nature •
Moving out of clock-based
time into “sacred time”
Thriving as an Empath was
created to help you grow and
flourish without internalizing
the emotions and pain of
others. “These self-care
techniques have been life-
saving for me and my
patients,” writes Dr. Orloff.
“I feel so strongly about
regular self-care because I
want you to enjoy the
extraordinary gifts of
sensitivity—including an
open heart, intuition, and an
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intimate connection with the
natural world.”
Springer Science &
Business Media
In this compelling
self-portrait, psychic
and psychiatrist Dr.
Judith Orloff, "one of
the frontier people in
health, who was not
satisfied with the
existing order, the
Establishment, and
began to push for the
expansion of knowledge
which the
establishment, of
course, often rejected
and for which it sough
to punish them," (The
Nation Magazine) draws
on her own experience
and that of her
patients to explore
the mysterious and
poorly understood
realm of the psychic.
In riveting detail,
she describes how an
ignored premonition of
a patient's suicide
attempt convinced her

to embrace her gift and
incorporate it into
her medical
practice--and how
using psychic
abilities can provide
powerful healing. More
than simply one
woman's journey, this
book will also outline
effective ways to
cultivate natural
psychic abilities,
including how
to--recognize psychic
experiences in
everyday
life--increase
clairvoyance--practice
psychic
exercises--discover
psychic empathy--tune
into messages the body
is sending--record and
interpret dreams--and
more.

Kathleen's
Surrender Hachette
UK
A New York Times
bestseller,
Emotional Freedom
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is a road map for
those who are
stressed out,
discouraged, or
overwhelmed as well
as for those who
are in a good
emotional place but
want to feel even
better. Picture
yourself trapped in
a traffic jam
feeling utterly
calm. Imagine being
unflappable and
relaxed when your
supervisor loses
her temper. What if
you were peaceful
instead of anxious?
What if your life
were filled with
nurturing
relationships and a
warm sense of
belonging? This is
what it feels like
when you’ve

achieved emotional
freedom.
Bestselling author
Dr. Judith Orloff
invites you to take
a remarkable
journey, one that
leads to happiness
and serenity, and a
place where you can
gain mastery over
the negativity that
pervades daily
life. No matter how
stressed you
currently feel, the
time for positive
change is now. You
possess the ability
to liberate
yourself from
depression, anger,
and fear.
Synthesizing
neuroscience,
intuitive medicine,
psychology, and
subtle energy
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techniques, Dr.
Orloff maps the
elegant
relationships
between our minds,
bodies, spirits,
and environments.
With humor and
compassion, she
shows you how to
identify the most
powerful negative
emotions and how to
transform them into
hope, kindness, and
courage. Compelling
patient case
studies and stories
from her online
community, her
workshop
participants, and
her own private
life illustrate the
simple, easy-to-
follow action steps
that you can take
to cope with

emotional vampires,
disappointments,
and rejection. As
Dr. Orloff shows,
each day presents
opportunities for
us to be heroes in
our own lives: to
turn away from
negativity, react
constructively, and
seize command of
any situation.
Complete emotional
freedom is within
your grasp.
Defy Gravity
Ballantine Books
Jade: She is a
ruthless, cunning
vampire queen, the
most powerful
amongst all the
Hives in the world.
Beautiful,
predatory, and
alluringly
dangerous, she’s a
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huntress who revels
in blood and sexual
pleasure. Seth: He
is calm, cool, and
level-headedness
personified, as the
most effective
negotiator and
mediator amongst
the Pure Ones.
Known by the
moniker of “Monk,”
he thought he could
resist any and all
temptation. 3 years
ago, they made a
deal, one that gave
the Pure Ones a
critical advantage
against a deadly
foe. But the price
he paid still
haunts him to this
day. 3 years ago,
she played a
delicious game, not
realizing until it
was almost too

late, how he
changed her entire
world. Now, common
enemies force their
paths to cross
again. Only this
time, the stakes
are higher, the
risk is greater,
and the love—should
they choose to
claim it—will be
worth every
sacrifice.
12 Stupid Things
That Mess Up
Recovery Hay House,
Inc
"Archangel Gabriel
is the famous
messenger angel from
the Christmas story
of Luke. In this
compelling book,
Doreen Virtue offers
more information on
the history and
characteristics of
Gabriel, to increase
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your knowledge of and
connection with this
remarkable angel.
Gabriel is still with
us, helping people be
messenger
angels--including
teachers, writers,
musicians, and
artists--and helping
parents conceive,
adopt, and raise
their children.
You'll read true
stories of people who
were miraculously
aided by Gabriel, and
learn how you, too,
can receive
assistance with your
messenger work and pa
renting."--Www.amazon
.com.

Positive Energy Hay
House Incorporated
The basic text for
Alcoholics
Anonymous.
South of Surrender
The Ecstasy of

Surrender
Persuasiveness.
Influence. A certain
something that makes
it impossible for
people to say no.
Call it what you
will, some people
have it. DJ Sbu
certainly does. It’s
the quality that has
helped him evolve
from an ambitious
boy growing up on
Tembisa’s rough
streets to a DJ, an
entrepreneur, an
author, a
philanthropist and a
speaker who graces
stages around the
world. In The Art of
Hustling Sbu shares
the secrets to
cultivating this
irresistible
quality. Using
events that have
shaped his own life,
he reveals how a
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positive outlook,
resilience, hard work
and determination can
help you win in every
sphere. This
inspiring read also
acts as a practical
handbook, showing you
how to apply The Art
of Hustling to become
a winning
salesperson. It is DJ
Sbu’s firm belief
that, if you know how
to sell, you will
never go hungry. He
also believes that
this simple skill
holds the key to
solving Africa’s
considerable
unemployment problem.
His passion for youth
development comes
through loud and
clear in this easy-to-
read, easy-to-use
handbook. Full of
practical examples,
sound advice and no-

nonsense insights,
it’s a must-have for
every person who
wishes to further
their lives and their
careers, whether in
the corporate world
or starting out on an
entrepreneurial
journey. DJ Sbu’s
career is testimony
to his strength,
resilience and spirit
of innovation; the
very qualities needed
to get ahead in
today’s rapidly
evolving business
environment. In
sharing his story, he
hopes to ignite
others’ success.
Wild Power Jonathan
Ball Publishers
"[A]n eloquent,
brave, big-hearted
book…about the
timeless anxieties
and emotions of
parenthood, and the
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modern twists
thereon.” —James
Fallows, The Atlantic
Love That Boy is a
uniquely personal
story about the
causes and costs of
outsized parental
expectations. What we
want for our
children—popularity,
normalcy,
achievement,
genius—and what they
truly need—grit,
empathy,
character—are
explored by National
Journal’s Ron
Fournier, who weaves
his extraordinary
journey to acceptance
around the latest
research on childhood
development and
stories of other
loving-but-struggling
parents.
The Surrender
Experiment Harmony

A NEW NOVELLA IN THE
THIS MAN SERIES! You
don't need to read the
series to enjoy this
story. But if you're
already a Jesse Ward
fan, just wait until
you see the advice he
gives Drew about
falling in love. I
thought I had control.
I was so, so wrong...
I don't need a
relationship. I have
Hux, a decadent club
where I quench
whatever raw desire I
choose. I take
pleasure and I give it
- no strings attached.
So when Raya Rivers
comes in asking for
someone cold,
emotionless, and
filthy... well, no man
ever takes his wicked
pleasure quite the way
I do. Only Raya is
different. Vulnerable.
And carrying some deep
sorrow that gets past
all my carefully
constructed walls and
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inexplicably makes me
care. Now craving
controls me. Ice has
given way to red-hot
need. But Raya has no
idea about my other
life - my real life.
That I'm daddy to an
adorable little girl.
My two worlds are
about to collide with
the force of a
supernova. Once Raya
knows the truth, will
she be able to accept
all I am? Includes a
special preview of THE
FORBIDDEN, a
standalone novel
coming in August.

Pure Ecstasy Open
Road Media
She's the only one
who can see through
his golden boy
façade to the broken
god within...
Chrysander Notos,
Supreme God of the
South Wind and
Summer, is on a
mission: save Eurus

from his death
sentence, and prove
his troubled brother
can be redeemed. But
Eurus fights back,
triggering vicious
summer storms that
threaten the mortal
realm, dangerously
drain Chrys, and earn
the ire of the
Olympic gods who
ordered Eurus dead.
Laney Summerlyn
refuses to give up
her grandfather's
horse farm, despite
her deteriorating
vision. More than
ever, she needs the
organized routine of
her life at Summerlyn
Stables, until a
ferocious storm
brings an
impossible—and
beautiful—creature
crashing down from
the heavens. Injured
while fighting Eurus,
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Chrys finds himself
at the mercy of a
mortal woman whose
compassion and
acceptance he can't
resist. As they
surrender to the
passion flaring
between them,
immortal enemies
close in, forcing
Chrys to choose
between his brother
and the only woman
who's ever loved the
real him. Each book
in the Hearts of the
Anemoi series is
STANDALONE: * North
of Need * West of
Want * South of
Surrender * East of
Ecstasy
ANTHEM Simon and
Schuster
A personal narrative
and guide to the
safe, responsible
use of MDMA for
personal healing and

social transformation
• Details the
author’s 50 years of
responsible
experimentation with
mind-altering
substances and how
Ecstasy has helped
him become a better
therapist • Explains
how he and his wife
found Ecstasy to be
the key to renewing
and enriching their
lives and marriage as
they entered their
senior years •
Describes what the
experience actually
feels like and
provides protocols
for the safe,
responsible,
recreational, and
celebrational use of
MDMA for individuals
and groups In a world
that keeps us
separate from each
other, MDMA is the
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chemical of
connection. Aptly
known in popular
culture as “Ecstasy,”
MDMA helps us
rediscover our own
true loving nature,
often obscured by the
traumas of life. On
its way to becoming a
prescription
medication due to
groundbreaking
research on its use
to treat PTSD,
Ecstasy can offer
benefits for all
adult life stages,
from 20-somethings to
seniors. In this
memoir and guide to
safe use, Charles
Wininger, a licensed
psychoanalyst and
mental health
counselor, details
the countless ways
that Ecstasy has
helped him become a
better therapist and

husband. He recounts
his coming of age in
the 1960s
counterculture, his
50 years of
responsible
experimentation with
mind-altering
substances, and his
immersion in the new
psychedelic
renaissance. He
explains how he and
his wife found
Ecstasy to be the key
to renewing and
enriching their lives
as they entered their
senior years. It also
strengthened the
bonds of their
marriage. Countering
the fearful
propaganda that
surrounds this drug,
Wininger describes
what the experience
actually feels like
and explores the
value of Ecstasy and
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similar substances
for helping
psychologically
healthy individuals
live a more “optimal”
life. He provides
protocols for the
responsible,
recreational, and
celebrational use of
MDMA, including how
to perfect the
experience, maximize
the benefits and
minimize the risks,
and how it may not be
for everyone. He
reveals how MDMA has
revitalized his
marriage, both
erotically and
emotionally, and
describes how
pleasure, fun, and
joy can be profound
bonding and
transformative
experiences.
Revealing MDMA’s
versatility when it

comes to bringing
lasting renewal,
pleasure, and
inspiration to one’s
life, Wininger shows
that recognizing the
transformative power
of happiness-inducing
experiences can be
the first step on the
path to healing.
What Are You Hungry
For? Hay House, Inc
Author Kathy Cordova
was an overworked,
stressed-out sales
executive. After the
birth of her first
child, a colicky
baby who went
through a number of
nannies, Cordova
finally figured out
the Universe was
giving her a
message--give it up.
She quit her job to
become a full-time
mom. And as she
adjusted to her new
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life, Cordova learned
the power of miracles
through the art of
surrender. Part I of
Let Go, Let Miracles
Happen shows readers
that surrender is
much more
powerful--and
effective--than
constant striving, or
toughing it out at
all costs. Based on
wisdom drawn from the
Bible and
contemporary books
such as A Course in
Miracles, Cordova
tells how she
discovered and came
to accept
surrendering her own
life. She guides
readers to experience
how surrender can
actually make them
stronger. Hard to
believe in our go-go
culture, but
literally doing

nothing, and fully
and deeply accepting
circumstances, is
often a wiser course
of "action." The
power of waiting,
while accepting and
surrendering,
produces miracles.
"The good news is
miracles," Cordova
writes. "Instead of
working so hard to
find or create magic
in our lives, we can
relax, go with the
flow, work together
in harmony with a
greater power than
ourselves, and
experience more joy
and purpose than we
ever imagined. And
the formula is
simple--love and
surrender." Part II
of Let Go, Let
Miracles Happen is an
inspirational
collection of stories
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from people who have
suffered everything
from addictions to
terminal diseases,
profound
disappointments to
perpetual
disillusionment, and
triumphed. Cordova
shows that what they
all have in common is
that when they
learned to surrender,
let go, accept and
wait, miracles
happened.
Dr. Judith Orloff's
Guide to Intuitive
Healing
ReadHowYouWant.com
From one of the
boldest voices in
the world of
personal growth and
motivation, a guide
to moving past inner
struggle to discover
the power of
relinquishing
control. Too often

we limit our lives by
putting conditions on
them. We think things
should go a certain
way, and when they
don't, we hold on to
what isn't working,
reinforcing what is
causing us pain and
affirming our lack of
trust in the
universe. There is
another way: We can
harness the power of
relinquishing control
and discover more
purpose and meaning
in our lives. After
the passing of Kute
Blackson's mother in
2017, he discovered
that the powerful
lesson his mother had
been modeling her
whole life had always
been at the heart of
his own teachings--he
just hadn't realized
it. What was that
keen insight?
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Surrender isn't
passive. It isn't
giving up. It's
strong and
courageous. It's
about tapping in. In
this inspiring book,
Blackson traces how
surrender was a key
factor in the lives
of so many great
people throughout
history, and shows
readers how they can
move past self-
imposed barriers in
their lives to
discover the freedom
and possibility on
the other side of
surrender.
The Way of the
Superior Man Aja
James
Of all the plants
men have ever grown,
none has been
praised and
denounced as often
as marihuana

(Cannabis sativa).
Throughout the ages,
marihuana has been
extolled as one of
man's greatest
benefactors and
cursed as one of his
greatest scourges.
Marihuana is
undoubtedly a herb
that has been many
things to many
people. Armies and
navies have used it
to make war, men and
women to make love.
Hunters and fishermen
have snared the most
ferocious creatures,
from the tiger to the
shark, in its
herculean weave.
Fashion designers
have dressed the most
elegant women in its
supple knit. Hangmen
have snapped the
necks of thieves and
murderers with its
fiber. Obstetricians
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have eased the pain
of childbirth with
its leaves. Farmers
have crushed its
seeds and used the
oil within to light
their lamps. Mourners
have thrown its seeds
into blazing fires
and have had their
sorrow transformed
into blissful ecstasy
by the fumes that
filled the air.
Marihuana has been
known by many names:
hemp, hashish, dagga,
bhang, loco weed,
grass-the list is
endless. Formally
christened Cannabis
sativa in 1753 by
Carl Linnaeus,
marihuana is one of
nature's hardiest
specimens. It needs
little care to
thrive. One need not
talk to it, sing to
it, or play soothing

tranquil Brahms
lullabies to coax it
to grow. It is as
vigorous as a weed.
It is ubiquitous. It
fluorishes under
nearly every possible
climatic condition.
All I Am: Drew's Story
(A This Man Novella)
Sounds True
The pioneer of Energy
Psychiatry presents a
complete program that
will stop you from
feeling constantly
drained and enable you
to live a more vibrant
life. Are you forever
rushing through your
day, fending off
chronic exhaustion?
Are you desperately
overcommitted, afraid
to say no? Do you want
to feel well rested
and ready to conquer
each day with
enthusiasm, but fall
short time and time
again? If so, you’re
the victim of a hidden
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energy crisis. Here, at
last, is the complete
prescription that will
stop you from feeling
constantly drained and
enable you to live a
more vibrant life. The
Positive Energy
Program will help you:
• Generate positive
emotional energy to
counter negativity •
Design an energy-aware
approach to diet,
exercise, and
health—and teach you
how to avoid the
“energetic overeating”
that sabotages
attempts to lose
weight • Awaken your
intuition and
rejuvenate
yourself—and learn the
cure for
technodespair:
overload from e-mails,
computers, and phones
• Protect yourself
from energy vampires
with specific
shielding techniques
Filled with clear

instructions for the
simple, powerful
exercises Dr. Orloff
practices herself and
shares with her
patients, Positive
Energy is your tool
kit for transforming
fatigue, stress, and
fear into an abundance
of vibrance, strength,
and love.

Seven Nights to
Surrender Harmony
Books
An exploration of
the use of cannabis
as a sacrament in
spiritual practice •
Provides
instructions for
using marijuana for
the spiritual
practices of
spontaneous
movement, ecstatic
dance, sitting
meditation, and
gazing meditation,
allowing you to open
the body’s energies
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more fully and get
closer to the Divine
or your higher self •
Includes a new
translation of the
Five Moral Precepts
of Buddhism, adapted
to include energetic
practices and the
judicious use of
entheogenic
substances as a
legitimate support
for spiritual growth
• Includes access to
9 audio meditations
With the end of
marijuana prohibition
on the horizon,
people are now openly
seeking a spiritual
path that embraces
the benefits of
cannabis. Drawing
upon his decades of
experience as a
teacher of Buddhism,
breathing, yoga, and
embodied
spirituality, Will

Johnson examines
Eastern spiritual
perspectives on
marijuana and offers
specific guidelines
and exercises for
integrating cannabis
into spiritual
practice. The author
explains how the
great Hindu god Shiva
enjoyed consuming
bhang, a marijuana
mixture that would
cause his body to
make spontaneous
movements. From these
cannabis-inspired
movements, Shiva
brought the body-
focused practices of
dance and yoga to the
world. Examining the
spiritual path of
Shiva, including the
Sadhu tradition,
Johnson provides
specific instructions
and protocols for
using marijuana as a
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sacrament as Shiva
did. He explores how
to embrace cannabis
for the practices of
spontaneous movement,
ecstatic dance,
sitting meditation,
and gazing
meditation. He
reveals how the
ecstatic surrender to
the feeling energies
of the body in these
practices is enhanced
through the ingestion
of Shiva’s herb,
allowing you to open
the body’s energies
more fully and get
closer to the Divine
or your higher self.
Exploring the
Buddhist practices of
calming the mind and
grounding yourself in
sensory awareness,
Johnson shows that,
while traditional
Buddhist teachings
forbid the use of

intoxicating
substances, Buddhists
who use cannabis are
not committing a
cardinal sin--in
following our dharma,
we must embrace what
best supports our
spiritual practice.
He concludes with a
new translation of
the Five Moral
Precepts of
Buddhism--what he
calls the Five
Precepts of Embodied 
Responsibility--adapt
ed to include
energetic practices
using breath,
interaction with the
energies of nature,
sacred sex, and the
judicious use of
entheogenic
substances, such as
cannabis, as
legitimate support
for spiritual growth.

Listening to
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Ecstasy Yellow Kite
Karl Marx spoke
about the have and
the have nots. A
third kind always
existed in Bharat
(ancient India)
since time
immemorial and
continues to this
day - those who
could have anything
but wanted nothing.
The M?sts.
Remaining always in
inner ecstasy and
living in complete
freedom and
abandon, they walk
the earth to remind
you of your lost
glory. To go
within. To be in
ecstasy within
yourself. To be
You. To be a M?st.
Learn about these
amazing M?sts and

the grand Tradition
that they
represent, through
the fascinating
life of Atmananda
Chaitanya.
Atmananda is not
just a person. He
is a wake-up call.
This book may
awaken people from
the illusions of
activities into the
lap of beingness,
totality and
completion. This is
the story of a
possible journey of
an ordinary man
from a unit to the
Universe. He is
everybody. He is
everything. He is
YOU.
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